Long-term outcome of Crohn's disease following corticosteroid-induced remission.
Corticosteroids are the gold standard in the treatment of moderate to severe Crohn's disease but are often associated with severe and potentially dangerous side effects. Despite an initial clinical response many patients become steroid dependent or require further steroid courses in the long term. The aim of the present study was to assess the probability of the need for further steroid treatment in Crohn's disease patients following steroid-induced remission and to establish if clinical variables can predict further steroid needs. PATIENTS AND All patients at their first steroid course and with corticosteroid-induced remission, defined as a Crohn's Disease Activity Index (CDAI) <150, 4 wk after steroid weaning, were studied and observed at follow-up for 12 months. The main outcome was clinical relapse requiring further steroid treatment. Statistical analysis was performed using the Kaplan-Meier method and multivariable Cox proportional hazard regression model taking into consideration gender, age at diagnosis, disease location and behavior, smoking habits, CDAI score before steroid treatment, and C reactive protein values at steroid weaning, as covariates. A total of 77 patients with steroid-induced remission were included. One-year follow-up was available in 75 of the 77 patients (97.4%). During follow-up 49 of 75 patients (65.3%) maintained remission or presented mild relapse not requiring steroids while 26 of 75 patients (34.6%) had moderate to severe relapse requiring further steroid treatment. The cumulative probability of a course free from steroids was 93.3%, 82.6%, 78.6%, and 66.6% at 3, 6, 9, and 12 months, respectively. At multivariate analysis, increased C reactive protein at steroid weaning and penetrating complications were independent risk factors for further steroid requirement (OR 5.57, 95% CI 1.20-25.91, P= 0.001 and OR 4.20, 95% CI 1.76-10.04, P= 0.005, respectively). Despite an initial clinical response and successful steroid tapering, 35% of patients required further steroid treatment within 1 yr. An increased C reactive protein value, at steroid weaning, despite clinical remission, and penetrating complications may predict further steroid requirement in already steroid responsive patients.